All relevant data are within the paper.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

The gustatory cortex (GC) is conventionally defined as a zone of agranular/dysgranular insular cortex flanking the middle cerebral artery containing taste-responsive neurons \[[@pone.0117515.ref001]--[@pone.0117515.ref007]\], and has been a focus for studying taste aversion learning and memory in the rat. Bilateral lesions to GC are reported to virtually eliminate the retention of a presurgically conditioned taste aversion (CTA), in which animals are trained to avoid a tastant by pairing its ingestion with visceral malaise \[[@pone.0117515.ref002]; [@pone.0117515.ref008]--[@pone.0117515.ref012]\]. Similarly, postsurgical acquisition is often, but not always, impaired \[[@pone.0117515.ref008]--[@pone.0117515.ref009],[@pone.0117515.ref011],[@pone.0117515.ref013]--[@pone.0117515.ref021]\]. The effects of pharmacological manipulations during CTA induction also suggest involvement of GC in taste memory consolidation \[[@pone.0117515.ref022]--[@pone.0117515.ref025]\]. However, recent findings from our laboratory, while confirming that insular cortex lesions compromise CTA learning, question whether the critical site encompasses GC alone or rather also involves adjacent sites implicated in visceroception \[[@pone.0117515.ref026]\]. Interestingly, intake tests suggest that unconditioned preference and avoidance appear normal under most, but not all, test conditions after GC damage \[[@pone.0117515.ref009], [@pone.0117515.ref027]--[@pone.0117515.ref029]\]. In agreement, extensive bilateral damage to GC has little effect on unconditioned concentration-dependent responsiveness to sucrose or quinine \[[@pone.0117515.ref030]\].

Collectively, these prior studies suggest that GC is unnecessary for normal unconditioned hedonic responsiveness to tastants and that its role in taste aversion learning may be in conjunction with visceroceptive areas of insular cortex. This raises the question as to the functional role of GC. An early hypothesis by Pfaffmann and colleagues (1977) postulated that the thalamocortical gustatory pathway provides information regarding stimulus identification and discriminability, while the divergent ventral forebrain gustatory pathway is involved in taste-guided motivation and affect \[[@pone.0117515.ref031]\]. However, despite evidence suggesting that humans experience hypogeusia and difficulty identifying tastes after damage to insular cortex \[[@pone.0117515.ref032]--[@pone.0117515.ref035]\], whether such lesions alter detection of or discrimination between taste stimuli remains untested psychophysically in the rat -- the model of choice for the experimental analysis of the functional neurocircuitry of the gustatory system.

Virtually all lesion studies targeting GC have depended on tasks assessing conditioned or unconditioned palatability and most have involved the use of intake tests which can be influenced by nontaste factors. Here, we applied an operant two-response taste discrimination task to assess the ability of rats with large bilateral GC lesions to detect and discriminate two common salts irrespective of their inherent palatability. The task that we used has some distinct benefits in the assessment of sensory-discriminative taste function. First, stimulus samples are very small and immediate responses are measured. These features increase the confidence that the responses are based on the orosensory properties of the stimulus. Second, taste serves as a discriminative cue guiding responses to the proper water source. As such, the responses are motivated by the water-deprived animal's drive to rehydrate and not the hedonic characteristics of the stimulus \[[@pone.0117515.ref036]\]. Because the insular cortex is implicated in CTA retention we also presurgically conditioned rats to avoid sucrose and tested retention and specificity of the CTA postsurgically in a brief-access taste test.

Materials and Methods {#sec002}
=====================

Subjects {#sec003}
--------

Forty-five male Sprague-Dawley rats weighing 300--350g at the start of the experiment were used as subjects. Animals were individually housed in polycarbonate cages in a room with a 12-hr light/dark cycle; temperature and humidity were automatically controlled. Rats had *ad libitum* access to standard laboratory chow (Rodent Diet 5001; PMI) throughout the experiment. Access to reverse-osmosis deionized water (DW) was contingent upon training and testing phases (see below for descriptions, [Table 1](#pone.0117515.t001){ref-type="table"} for summary). Procedures were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee at Florida State University (protocol 1012). Surgery was performed under isoflurane anesthesia with the delivery of postsurgical analgesics, and all efforts were made to minimize suffering.
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###### Schedule of experimental phases.

![](pone.0117515.t001){#pone.0117515.t001g}

  Phase                                                                    Days   Stimuli                        Stimulus Presentation
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ------ ------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------
  Conditioned Taste Aversion (CTA)[^1^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}                                         
  Acclimation                                                              4      Water                          *Ad libitum*
  Conditioning Trial[^2^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                 1      0.1 M Sucrose (CS)             *Ad libitum*
  **Surgery / Recovery**                                                                                         
  CTA Retention                                                                                                  
  Water Training[^3^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}                     5      Water                          Semirandom[^5^](#t001fn005){ref-type="table-fn"}
  Retention Test[^3^](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}                     1      CS and prototypical tastants   Semirandom
  2-bottle Preference                                                      2      CS vs. water                   *Ad libitum*
  NaCl Detection[^4^](#t001fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                           
  Stationary Training                                                      3      Water                          *Ad libitum*
  Side Training                                                            4      0.4 M NaCl or water            Constant
  Alternation                                                              4      0.4 M NaCl and water           Semirandom
  Random Training I                                                        2      0.4 M NaCl and water           Semirandom
  Random Training II                                                       2      0.4 M NaCl and water           Semirandom
  Testing                                                                  28     NaCl and water                 Semirandom
  KCl Detection[^4^](#t001fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                            
  Side Training                                                            2      0.4 M KCl or water             Constant
  Random Training                                                          7      KCl and water                  Semirandom
  Testing                                                                  22     KCl and water                  Semirandom
  Salt Discrimination[^4^](#t001fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                      
  Side Training                                                            4      0.4 M NaCl or 0.6 M KCl        Constant
  Random Training I                                                        10     0.4 M NaCl and 0.6 M KCl       Semirandom
  Random Training II                                                       4      NaCl and KCl                   Semirandom
  Testing                                                                  6      NaCl and KCl                   Semirandom

^1^Access to one stimulus for 15 minutes in the home cage. Water was given for 30-min, ∼5-hr after completion of the morning session.

^2^The unconditioned stimulus immediately followed CS presentation: 0.15 M LiCl or NaCl (2 mEq/kg, i.p.)

^3^Brief-access trials (10-s duration) in 30-min sessions in the gustometer

^4^Two-response operant task in 30-min sessions in the gustometer.

^5^Stimuli presented in randomized blocks with a stimulus presentation probability of 0.5.

Stimuli {#sec004}
-------

All stimuli were made daily using reagent-grade chemicals dissolved in DW. For the CTA, the conditioned stimulus (CS) used was 0.1 M sucrose (Mallinkrodt Baker, Inc.). The unconditioned stimulus (US) was 0.15 M LiCl or NaCl (Sigma Aldrich; Fisher Scientific, respectively). For the postsurgical CTA retention test, the stimuli were: 0.03, 0.1, and 0.3 M sucrose, 0.2 M NaCl, 0.1 mM quinine hydrochloride (Sigma Aldrich), 10 mM citric acid (Sigma Aldrich), and DW. The NaCl and KCl (Fisher Scientific) concentrations used in detection threshold training and/or testing ranged from 0.0004 M to 0.4 M and 0.0025 M to 0.8 M, respectively. During the salt discrimination task, rats were trained and/or tested with concentrations ranging from 0.003 to 0.4 M NaCl and 0.04 to 0.6 M KCl.

Apparatus {#sec005}
---------

In some of the procedures, training and testing was conducted in a specialized stimulus delivery device called a *gustometer*. The design of this apparatus was based on that used for testing mice \[[@pone.0117515.ref037]\] but modified for use with rats. The testing chamber consists of a rectangular plastic cage (35.5 cm x 24 cm x 24 cm) with a wire mesh floor and a stainless steel front panel with three access slots (0.75 cm x 2.5 cm) set 3.8 cm above the cage floor. Taste samples are available via a borosilicate glass ball (1.4 cm diameter) which spins around a horizontal axis behind the central access slot. Licks are registered by a force transducer connected to the sample ball; this precludes the need to pass electrical current through the animal which is the case for many conventional lick circuits. Fluid is deposited onto the sample ball via Teflon tubing (ID 0.13 cm, OD 0.19 cm) connected to syringes mounted to a pump that advances the plunger via a stepping motor. Once two licks occur within 250-ms, a preload of ∼10 μl of the sample fluid is deposited to coat the sample ball. Then, the sample is delivered onto the ball upon each subsequent lick in ∼5 μl increments. During the intertrial interval, the sample ball is retracted into a washer where it is rinsed with DW and dried with pressurized air before returning to its position in front of the access slot in preparation for a new trial. A fixed reinforcement ball (1.3 cm diameter, polyoxymethylene) is stationed behind each access slot to either side of the sample ball. Each ball registers licks as described for the sample ball, but fluid is delivered by the pumps via PTFE tubing connected to a stainless-steel tube threaded through the ball. When necessary, access to the reinforcement balls can be manually blocked by stainless steel shutters. The cage and fluid delivery system are housed within a sound-attenuating chamber and background noise is presented during the session, both of which were designed to reduce extraneous auditory signals. A stainless steel shield blocks everything except the sample ball from the view of the rat to limit potential visual cues. Lastly, air is drawn away from the sample ball via a plastic duct connected to an exhaust fan mounted in the wall of the sound attenuation chamber to help limit extraneous olfactory cues.

Surgery {#sec006}
-------

Six days after presurgical conditioning (see below), the rats were divided into surgical groups that received either bilateral excitotoxic lesions to the gustatory cortex (GCX, n = 31) or sham surgery (SHAM, n = 14) with approximately half assigned to each unconditioned stimulus (US) group, balanced by body mass, conditioned stimulus (CS) intake, and which apparatus they were to be assigned during postsurgical testing. More animals were placed in the GCX groups than in the SHAM groups in anticipation of some incomplete lesions.

The GCX rats were anesthetized with isoflurane in an induction chamber (5%) and mounted on a stereotaxic apparatus using nontraumatic ear bars with isoflurane administered via a nosecone (2.0--2.5%) for the duration of surgery. A midline incision exposed the skull, which was leveled between bregma and lambda and between right and left at +3.0 mm lateral to bregma. Holes were drilled through the skull bilaterally to expose dura over the injection targets. Because the GC traverses ∼2.5 mm along the anterior-posterior (A/P) axis, two injections were made in each hemisphere, one rostral (+1.4 mm A/P, +5.2 mm M/L, -6.4 mm D/V, relative to bregma) and one caudal (+0.5 mm A/P, +5.6 mm M/L, -6.6 mm D/V, relative to bregma). A pulled glass pipette (tip diameter: ∼50 μm) was fitted to the end of the barrel of a 1.0 μl Hamilton syringe and sealed with paraffin. The syringe was filled with 20 mg/ml ibotenic acid (dissolved in PBS vehicle). For each injection, the pipette was lowered into position and left in place for 5-min prior to and after a 180 nl infusion of ibotenic acid that was pressure-injected over 15-min. If, after the pipette was removed, ibotenic acid could not be expelled, the pipette was replaced and the infusion was repeated. The incision was closed with wound clips. SHAM rats received an identical surgery, except that the infusion was of the PBS vehicle. On the day of and for three days after surgery, each rat received an injection of Procaine G penicillin (30,000 units, sc) and ketorolac tromethamine (2 mg/kg body mass, sc). Wound clips were removed 7--10 days following surgery.

CTA Training and Testing {#sec007}
------------------------

**Presurgical Conditioning**. Prior to the start of conditioning, water bottles were removed from the home cage. The following morning, rats received a single bottle of DW for 15-min. Approximately five hours later, rats were given free access to water for 30-min. This schedule continued until all rats had consumed fluid during the morning intake test for at least 3 days, which occurred after 4 days of training. The following day, animals received 0.1 M sucrose (CS) for 15-min during the morning intake session, immediately after which they were given an injection of either 0.15 M LiCl or NaCl (US; 2 mEq/kg, i.p.). All rats received water during the 30-min afternoon access period, and then water bottles were returned for rehydration. Injection groups were balanced on the basis of body mass and DW consumed during the last 15-min access training period.

**Postsurgical CTA Testing in Gustometer**. Two weeks after the last surgery, water bottles were removed from the home cages. Rats were placed in the gustometer and were trained and tested in a brief-access paradigm while water-deprived in 30-min sessions. Fluid was only available to the animal during the session. The reinforcement balls in the gustometer, being unnecessary for this test, were blocked by shutters. For the first two days of training, the sample ball was stationary and DW was available upon each lick throughout the session. On the following four days of training, 10-s water trials were delivered from seven syringes in randomized blocks of seven trials. A trial began once the rat licked the sample ball twice within 250-ms, and during the trial the rat could take as many licks as possible. Each stimulus trial was preceded by a 5-lick (in a maximum of 2-s) DW rinse. Between each rinse and stimulus trial was a 6-s intertrial interval, during which the stimulus ball was retracted and rinsed with DW, dried with pressurized air, and returned to position for the next trial. On the day following the last training session, a single CTA retention test session was conducted. This test was similar to the prior session except that instead of water, the test stimuli were delivered in randomized blocks of seven trials. The use of this paradigm allows the assessment of CTA retention along with generalization to other concentrations and/or stimuli via the measurement of licking responses to the stimulus array, including the CS, in short duration trials that minimize postingestive feedback, therefore increasing confidence that the behavior is guided by taste \[[@pone.0117515.ref036]\]. Following the test, water bottles were returned to the animals to allow them to rehydrate.

**Two-bottle Preference Testing of CTA**. On the day following the CTA retention brief-access test, a 48-h two-bottle preference test began wherein each rat, in its home cage, was presented with one bottle filled with DW and a second bottle filled with 0.1 M sucrose. After 24 h, both bottles were rinsed and refilled and their positions on the cage switched to control for potential side bias. Intake (in ml) was measured at 24 and 48 h. The use of this test allows the measurement of preference for the CS relative to water, and is the most common method used in studying the role of GC in CTA retention and acquisition.

Operant Training and Psychophysical Testing of Salt Taste Sensitivity {#sec008}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

Detection for both NaCl and KCl was conducted using a two-response operant task, with a modified method of limits procedure for stimulus presentation based on that described previously \[[@pone.0117515.ref038]\]. This task requires the thirsty animal to sample a small volume of stimulus and quickly determine how to respond based on which stimulus (e.g., NaCl or water) is presented in order to receive a water reward. Across test sessions, the concentration of the test stimulus is decreased until the animals can no longer discriminate the taste solution from water. Water bottles were removed from cages to begin training in the gustometer described above. Throughout all remaining phases of training and testing, water bottles were removed from the cages the afternoon before testing began for the week and were returned after completion of the final session of the week. Water was acquired via stimulus sampling and reinforcement for correct responses in the task. Sessions lasted 30 minutes.

**Trial Structure**. At the beginning of the session, the sample ball was washed and then positioned in front of its access slot. The rat initiated a trial by licking the dry sample ball twice within 250-ms, which ensured that the rat was actively engaged in licking. During the sample phase (see [Fig. 1](#pone.0117515.g001){ref-type="fig"}), rats could receive up to 10 licks within 3-s, after which the sample ball was retracted. The rat then had a short duration to respond on one of the two reinforcement balls (limited hold). Correct responses were reinforced with up to 20 licks of DW (within 5-s), whereas incorrect or no responses resulted in a time-out with no water reinforcement. The duration of the limited hold (time to respond) varied during training and is specified in the descriptions of phases below. A ∼7-s intertrial interval then commenced, during which the sample ball was cleaned as described above in preparation for a new trial.

![Trial Structure of operant taste discrimination task.\
Each trial began when the rat licked twice within 250 ms. See text for more details.](pone.0117515.g001){#pone.0117515.g001}

**NaCl Detection**. In this experimental phase, animals were trained and then tested in a two-response operant task that required the animals to respond one way if the stimulus presented was a NaCl concentration and another way if the stimulus presented was DW. By successively lowering NaCl concentration across sessions and requiring the animal to detect the presence of NaCl, it is possible to determine each animal's detection threshold for NaCl (specifically, the EC~50~ value from a logistic function fit based on the individual animal's performance), a measure of its sensitivity to the stimulus \[[@pone.0117515.ref036]\].

Stationary Training familiarized the animal with the stimulus and reinforcement balls from which it could receive fluid. For one day each, water was available *ad libitum* from the sample, left reinforcement, and right reinforcement, in that order. Shutters blocked access to the other potential sources of fluid.

For Side Training, the taste sample solutions were first paired with one of the reinforcement spouts. During each of 4 sessions rats received either 0.4 M NaCl or water from the stimulus ball, and they had access to only the reinforcement ball assigned to that stimulus, with the other blocked via shutter. Spout assignments were counterbalanced, with approximately half of each group having NaCl assigned to the left reinforcement spout, and with the other half having NaCl assigned to the right reinforcement spout. The limited hold was 180 s. Upon a correct response, the rat received 20 licks of water (within 5 s) from the reinforcement ball. If the rat did not respond by the end of the limited hold, there was no time-out, but the rat did not receive a water reinforcer.

The next phase of training was Alternation, wherein rats received both stimuli during the same session and had to respond correctly on the associated reinforcement ball to receive fluid. The same stimulus was presented in subsequent trials until the rat reached a criterion of nonconsecutive correct responses, which decreased across 4 test sessions (criteria used were: 8, 6, 4, 2). Once the criterion was met, the rat received the other stimulus as a sample until it reached the criterion again; stimulus presentations alternated in this way for the duration of the session. The limited hold was reduced to 15 s. For this phase and all remaining phases, a time-out of 20 s was added for an incorrect or no response.

During the final phases of training, stimuli were presented in randomized blocks of six trials (three each of NaCl and DW). The probability of receiving NaCl as a stimulus for these and all following sessions was P = 0.5. For Random Training I, the limited hold was reduced to 10 s. For Random Training II, the limited hold was reduced to 5 s. Rats remained in this phase of training until all rats reached a criterion performance of ≥80% correct overall on trials with a response during at least one session, which occurred after 8 sessions.

Once Testing began, stimulus test sessions were conducted on Tuesday and Thursday of each week, during which the concentration tested was subsequently lowered across sessions by approximately 0.33 log~10~ units from 0.4 M NaCl until all animals had reached chance levels of performance for at least one concentration, which occurred at 0.4 mM NaCl. On Monday, Wednesday and Friday, stimulus control sessions were conducted wherein the stimulus concentration used was the lowest at which an animal had consistently performed ≥80% overall on trials with a response. In this way, stimulus control was tailored to each animal's sensitivity and performance.

**Water Control Tests**. Following the end of both NaCl threshold testing and discrimination testing (see below), a Water Control Test was conducted to confirm that rats were not using nonchemical cues to guide performance. During this test all sample tubes were filled with DW and half were assigned to either reinforcement ball. The expected outcome of this test is that all animals perform at chance levels (e.g., 50% overall on trials with a response) because there is no stimulus signal to guide the animal which way to respond.

**KCl Detection**. Following the first Water Control Test, rats were trained and tested in a KCl detection task to assess sensitivity to the stimulus, similarly to that conducted for NaCl. Training followed an abbreviated schedule because the animals were already familiar with the operant task. The limited hold was 5 s, and the time-out was 20 s throughout training and testing of KCl sensitivity.

Rats received 2 sessions of Side Training with either 0.4 M KCl or DW as a sample within a single session each, and the rats had access to only the reinforcement ball assigned to that stimulus. The assignments for KCl were the same as assignments for NaCl.

During Random Training, stimuli were presented within a single session in randomized blocks of six trials (three each of KCl and DW). After 4 days, it was determined that some GCX rats were struggling to reach the criterion of ≥80% overall on trials with a response. The training concentration was increased to 0.8 M KCl for all animals. After 2 days of training, most of the rats, regardless of group, were no longer taking all of their sample licks, possibly due to the concentration being so high as to be aversive. Consequently, the training concentration was lowered to 0.6 M KCl, where it remained for 2 days until all rats had reached the criterion level of performance and were taking all 10 sample licks. Because all animals were performing at high levels by the end of training, it is unlikely that adjusting training concentration had adverse effects on the animals' ability to perform the task.

For KCl testing, as with the NaCl detection test, the KCl concentration was systematically lowered by approximately 0.33 log~10~ units across Tuesday and Thursday sessions until all rats reached chance levels of performance, which occurred at 2.5 mM KCl. The stimulus control sessions were run as described above for NaCl, using the lowest KCl concentration at which the animal consistently performed ≥80% overall on trials with a response.

**Salt Discrimination**. In this phase, rats were trained and tested on their ability to distinguish NaCl from KCl. In this task, the concentration of each stimulus is varied within a single session and the animal is required to distinguish between two similar stimuli independent of stimulus intensity, rather than to simply detect the presence of either chemical, making it a more difficult sensory task compared with the previous phases. Training was an abbreviated form of that described for NaCl detection testing. The limited hold was 5-s and the time-out was 20-s throughout training and testing.

Rats received Side Training, with either 0.4 M NaCl or 0.6 M KCl serving as the stimulus within a session for 2 sessions each with access to only the reinforcement ball assigned to that stimulus. For this test, the reinforcement ball previously assigned to DW was assigned as NaCl, and that assigned as KCl remained so.

For Random Training I, rats received both 0.4 M NaCl and 0.6 M KCl as stimuli within a single session in randomized blocks of 6 trials (three each of NaCl and KCl). This phase continued until all rats had reached a level of performance ≥80% correct overall on trials with a response, which occurred after 10 sessions. For Random Training II, rats were presented with an array of NaCl and KCl concentrations within a single session. These concentrations were presented in randomized blocks of 6 trials (1 trial each of 6 stimulus concentrations). Concentrations were chosen based on the dynamic range of SHAM and GCX mean performance curves calculated for NaCl and KCl (see below) in an attempt to match as best as possible for intensity between stimuli. Specifically, the training concentrations (0.4 M NaCl and 0.6 M KCl) were used for both surgical groups, along with those concentrations at which the average for each surgical group was 80 and 90% overall, calculated independently for each group. Rats within each surgical group were tested with their respective concentrations. Thus, for SHAM rats, the concentrations used were 0.003, 0.006, and 0.4 M NaCl and 0.04, 0.06, and 0.6 M KCl. For GCX rats, the concentrations used were 0.01, 0.02, and 0.4 M NaCl, and 0.09, 0.12, and 0.6 M KCl.

After 4 sessions in Random Training II, it appeared that all rats were struggling to meet the performance criterion, including SHAM rats. Because previous studies have shown that this discrimination is easily learned by rats \[[@pone.0117515.ref039]--[@pone.0117515.ref042]\], concentrations were raised for all rats to asymptotic levels. The final concentrations tested were 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 M NaCl, and 0.15, 0.3, 0.6 M KCl. Performance immediately improved for all rats and testing continued for six sessions. Because all animals were performing at high levels by the end of training (see below), it is unlikely that adjusting training concentrations had adverse effects on the ability of the animals to perform the task.

**Histology**. After 3--10 days of rehydration following the final Water Control Test, rats were deeply anesthetized with the euthanasia agent Sleepaway (26% sodium pentobarbital, administered at least 60mg/kg, ip; Fort Dodge Animal Health) and transcardially perfused with 0.1 M PBS followed by 10% buffered formalin. Brains were removed and placed in a solution of 10% glycerol in buffered formalin for cryoprotection and stored for slicing. The GC and surrounding areas of insular cortex were sliced into 50 μm coronal sections on a freezing stage microtome, postfixed in formalin for up to 1 h and then rinsed in PBS before being mounted on gelatin-subbed slides and Nissl-stained with thionin.

**Lesion analysis**. The lesions were semi-quantitatively analyzed, by an observer unaware of the specific surgical and injection condition of the rat, with the use of a ternary scoring system on a custom grid which divided our region of interest (GC and the surrounding areas of insular cortex) into subdivisions based on a stereotaxic atlas \[[@pone.0117515.ref043]\]. This method provided a high-spatial-resolution reconstruction of each lesion, with each row indicating a 50 μm slice and each column devoted to one of the appropriate subdivisions \[[@pone.0117515.ref026]\].

On the collective basis of reported thalamic projections and the position of taste-responsive neurons \[[@pone.0117515.ref003]--[@pone.0117515.ref005], [@pone.0117515.ref044]\], GC was defined as encompassing the dysgranular (DI) and agranular (AI) subdivisions of the insular cortex dorsal to the rhinal fissure, from +0.2mm to +2.3mm relative to bregma, and bordered medially by the claustrum. We also defined the center region of the taste-responsive cells in DI and AI, falling between +0.6 and +1.8mm from bregma, as the "core". This region is the cardinal target of recent electrophysiological recording studies of taste-responsive neurons in awake behaving rodents \[[@pone.0117515.ref045]--[@pone.0117515.ref049]\]. The approximate center of GC, at +1.2mm, separated what we operationally defined as anterior and posterior GC.

To minimize experimental error in the assessment of lesion size and location across animals, associated in part with histological processing, we standardized each brain to the stereotaxic atlas using anatomical landmarks. The A/P axis was standardized based on the most rostral section where the anterior commissure crosses the midline (approximately at bregma) and the most rostral section where the corpus callosum joins the cerebral hemispheres (approximately +2.3 mm anterior to bregma). The D/V axis was standardized based on various anatomical landmarks for each slice depending on its location along the A/P axis.

In addition to GC, the analysis grid included the granular subdivision of insular cortex (GI), the claustrum (C), cortex ventral to the rhinal fissure (V) and cortex dorsal to GI (D), and areas medial to the external capsule (M). The areas GI, DI, AI, V and D were further divided into thirds to provide additional refinement in analysis. Because D, V, and M subdivisions represented the borders of our region of interest and did not have an explicit stereotaxically defined boundary, we simply assigned the rough width of the GC for that section for the M subdivision and its height for the D and V subdivision.

These boundaries defined the grid used to map the lesion in its entirety. The atlas was used as a guide when the scope of the lesion made it difficult to determine boundaries. Each grid cell was evaluated for damage and assigned a lesion score based on a ternary scale. If there was a complete lesion in the grid cell, it was assigned a score of 1.0; if at least half of the grid cell contained a lesion, it was assigned a score of 0.5. If less than half of the grid cell contained a lesion, then it was assigned a score of 0. Both hemispheres were analyzed independently.

We calculated hemispheric symmetry of the lesions for each rat by comparing each corresponding grid cell for the hemispheres and assigning the lesser of the two scores. If both hemispheres had a score of 1.0 for a given grid cell, the symmetry score was 1.0. If the grid cell for one hemisphere was 1.0 and the other 0.5, or if both were 0.5, the symmetry score was 0.5. If the grid cell for one hemisphere had a score of 0.5 or 1.0 and the other 0, or if both were 0, the symmetry score was 0.

The scores from the hemispheric symmetry maps from GCX animals meeting the lesion criteria were used to calculate the average lesion score for each grid cell of the symmetry maps. An aggregate Overlap Map was created from these average values to visually depict the spread and variability in lesions.

**Data analysis**. As the primary goal of this study was to determine the necessity of GC for normal salt detectability and discriminability, only those GCX rats with large bilateral lesions (destroying at least 50% of GC and 70% of the "core" in each hemisphere) were included in behavioral analyses. These criteria were used to be consistent with our prior published studies \[[@pone.0117515.ref026],[@pone.0117515.ref030]\] and ensure that the lesions were well placed with a large portion of GC, and in particular the subregion with a high density of taste-responsive neurons, bilaterally damaged. Injection conditions from the CTA phase within a surgical group were combined for analyses of performance on detection and discrimination tasks.

For the brief-access CTA retention test, a Taste/Water Ratio for each stimulus was calculated for each rat: $$\text{Taste\ /\ Water\ Ratio\ =}\frac{\text{Mean\ Licks\ to\ Taste\ Stimulus}}{\text{Mean\ Licks\ to\ Water}}$$

A ratio of 1.0 indicates that the licks to the stimulus matched the licks to water, and therefore no avoidance, whereas ratios approaching 0 signify avoidance of the taste stimulus. Accordingly, the response of each rat to the stimulus was standardized to average licks to water, which under water-deprived conditions tends to elicit near-maximal licking. As such, this ratio adjusts for individual differences in levels of thirst or oromotor competence \[[@pone.0117515.ref036]\]. Interlick interval, the number of water licks per trial during training, trials initiated on the test day, and each Taste/Water Ratio were compared across surgical and injection groups in ANOVAs.

A CS Preference Ratio for the two-bottle preference test was calculated for each rat, in which CS intake was divided by total fluid intake during the entire 48-h period. A ratio of 0.5 represents equal intake of the CS and DW, while a score of 1.0 indicates that all intake was of the CS (i.e., preference). These ratios were analyzed by appropriate ANOVAs.

For the NaCl and KCl detection data, average proportion correct on trials with a response was calculated for each concentration from all stimulus control and test sessions. For NaCl detectability training, proportion correct was also analyzed for Alternation on trials with a response after a switch between stimuli and for Random Training I on all trials with a response, to determine whether GCX rats were impaired in learning the task. Additionally, a nonlinear logistic equation representing performance as a function of concentration was fit to the overall proportion correct from the detection test sessions: $$f\left( x \right) = \operatorname{}\left\lbrack \frac{a - 0.5}{\left( {1 + 10^{{({log_{10}x - c})}b}} \right)} \right\rbrack + 0.5$$ where x = stimulus concentration in log~10~ units, *a* = asymptotic performance, *b* = slope, and *c* = log~10~ stimulus concentration at ½-asymptote (i.e., EC~50~; operationally defined as the detection threshold).

Overall proportion correct on trials with a response was calculated for each day of Discrimination Training I and analyzed using *t*-tests. Overall proportion correct on trials with a response was collapsed for each of: Discrimination Training I, Discrimination Training II, and Discrimination Testing. These were analyzed with one-way ANOVAs with repeated measures.

For the Water Control Tests, the performance of each rat was tested against chance (i.e., 50% correct overall) in a binomial distribution test.

We compared the degree of GC lesion-induced deficits between tasks by using Pearson's correlation procedure in which the data for rats with lesions, regardless of whether they met the histological inclusion criteria, were converted to z-scores relative to the mean and standard deviation (SD) of the data for the appropriate SHAM group. The conventional p ≤ 0.05 was used as the criterion for rejecting the null hypothesis in statistical tests.

Three GCX rats died during surgery or shortly thereafter. Additionally, two rats in the GCX-LiCl group were removed from study during NaCl training due to irregular lick topography. Their data are not included in any phase of the experiment.

Results {#sec009}
=======

After lesion analysis, 17 of the 26 GCX rats that completed the study met the lesion criteria (≥50% of GC, and ≥70% of GC "core", containing a lesion) and therefore were included in behavioral analyses. [Fig. 2](#pone.0117515.g002){ref-type="fig"} displays two representative bilateral lesions: a large lesion that met the lesion criteria (top) to be included in behavioral analyses and a small lesion (bottom) that did not. Each hemisphere was scored as described above (left- and right-most grids) resulting in individual Symmetry Maps (center grids). Photomicrographs of each hemisphere at specific A/P coordinates relative to bregma are provided for comparison with the analysis grid. An Overlap Map ([Fig. 3](#pone.0117515.g003){ref-type="fig"}, left) depicting the lesions for all rats included in the behavioral analyses shows that the lesions were large, encompassing 80% of GC and 91% of the GC "core" on average. The lesions extended beyond the GC and encroached upon the claustrum, the overlying granular layer of insular cortex, and some portion of the insular cortex both anterior and posterior to the GC. An Overlap Map of lesions too small to be included in behavioral analyses is also provided ([Fig. 3](#pone.0117515.g003){ref-type="fig"}, right). These animals had lesions that symmetrically encompassed, on average, only 18% of the GC and 26% of the GC core. Final group sizes for behavioral analyses were: SHAM-NaCl, n = 7; SHAM-LiCl, n = 7; GCX-NaCl, n = 8; GCX-LiCl, n = 9. Injection conditions were combined within surgical groups for detection threshold and discrimination analyses.

![Symmetry Maps for exemplar lesions.\
Top: a map depicting scoring for the large bilateral lesion of a rat whose lesion met the inclusion criteria for behavioral analyses (≥50% of GC, and ≥70% of the GC "core", containing a lesion). Bottom: a map depicting scoring for the small bilateral lesion of a rat whose lesion did not meet the inclusion criteria, and was therefore removed from behavioral analyses. Left and right hemispheres are shown, along with the resulting Symmetry Map (middle panel for both exemplars). A score of 1.0, indicating complete destruction of an area (one grid cell), is shown in red. A score of 0.5, indicating at least half of an area destroyed, is shown in orange. A score of 0, indicating less than half destruction of the area, is shown in white. Each row represents a single 50 μm section. Solid horizontal lines (at 2.3, 0.2) indicate anterior and posterior boundaries of the conventionally defined GC. Long-dashed horizontal lines (at 1.8, 0.6) indicate anterior and posterior boundaries of GC "core". Short-dashed horizontal line (at 1.2) indicates the approximate center of GC. Subdivisions representing the dorsal/ventral axis are divided vertically by solid line; D: cortical areas dorsal to granular insular cortex. GI: Granular insular cortex. DI: Dysgranular insular cortex. AI: Agranular insular cortex, dorsal to the rhinal fissure. V: cortical tissue ventral to the rhinal fissure. Each column of the map within eachdorsal/ventral subdivisions represents a portion of tissue from the lateral (L) to medial (M) direction. Representative photomicrographs for labelled coordinates (in mm, relative to bregma) are shown, in order, for each hemisphere. Scale bar = 1 mm.](pone.0117515.g002){#pone.0117515.g002}

![Overlap Map for lesions of rats included in behavioral analyses.\
A graphic depiction of compiled Symmetry Maps of those rats meeting the inclusion criteria for behavioral analyses (left panel; ≥50% of GC and ≥70% of the GC "core" containing a lesion; n = 17) and lesions too small for inclusion (right panel; n = 9). The lesions for the included rats encompassed 80% of GC and 91% of GC "core" on average. Each color represents the average lesion score for the group in each cell, as shown in the color key to the right of the Overlap Map. Each row represents a single 50 μm section. Solid horizontal lines (at 2.3, 0.2) indicate anterior and posterior boundaries of the conventionally defined GC. Long-dashed horizontal lines (at 1.8, 0.6) indicate anterior and posterior boundaries of GC "core". Short-dashed horizontal line (at 1.2) indicates the approximate center of GC. Subdivisions representing the dorsal/ventral axis are divided vertically by solid line; D: cortical areas dorsal to granular insular cortex. GI: Granular insular cortex. DI: Dysgranular insular cortex. AI: Agranular insular cortex, dorsal to the rhinal fissure. V: cortical tissue ventral to the rhinal fissure. Each column of the map within eachdorsal/ventral subdivisions represents a portion of tissue from the lateral (L) to medial (M) direction.Scale bar = 1 mm.](pone.0117515.g003){#pone.0117515.g003}

CTA Retention Tests {#sec010}
-------------------

On average, the GCX-LiCl group did not postsurgically express the presurgically conditioned aversion to sucrose during the brief-access retention test ([Fig. 4A](#pone.0117515.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Two-way ANOVAs conducted for each stimulus revealed main effects from surgery and injection as well as a surgery x injection interaction for all concentrations of sucrose ([Table 2](#pone.0117515.t002){ref-type="table"}), seemingly driven by lower Taste/Water Ratios from the SHAM-LiCl group relative to the GCX-LiCl group (see [Fig. 4A](#pone.0117515.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Additionally, there were significant effects for the NaCl, quinine, and citric acid stimuli; these differences appear to be generally driven by the higher Taste/Water Ratios in both groups of GCX rats, at least for quinine and citric acid. These results cannot be explained simply by a stronger drive to drink by GCX rats while water-deprived (i.e., hyperdipsia) because no differences were seen in trials taken on the test day, or licks taken to water during training, or total fluid consumption during the two-bottle preference tests (Tables [2](#pone.0117515.t002){ref-type="table"} & [3](#pone.0117515.t003){ref-type="table"}). Also, use of the Taste/Water ratio adjusts for individual differences in levels of thirst or oromotor competence, so these results are not explained by the slight but significant reduction in the local licking rate in the GCX groups ([Table 2](#pone.0117515.t002){ref-type="table"}). It is possible, however, that these stimuli were weaker to GCX rats as suggested by the explicit tests of the perithreshold sensitivity to NaCl and KCl (see below). If a Bonferroni correction is made adjusting for the separate tests conducted for each stimulus, all effects would remain significant except for the surgery x injection interaction for NaCl.

![Postsurgical assessments of presurgically conditioned taste aversion to sucrose.\
Panel A: Mean (±SE) Taste/Water Ratios for each stimulus by group. A score of 1.0 (dashed line) indicates licking rates comparable to water; a score approaching 0 indicates avoidance of the stimulus. Plotted points are individual animals' scores within each group. Panel B: Mean (±SE) group preference scores during the 48-h 2-bottle intake test, comparing CS intake to total intake. A score of 1.0 indicates total preference for the CS; a score approaching 0 indicates total avoidance of the CS. Plotted points are scores for individual animals within the group.](pone.0117515.g004){#pone.0117515.g004}

10.1371/journal.pone.0117515.t002

###### Two-way ANOVAs for CTA retention testing.

![](pone.0117515.t002){#pone.0117515.t002g}

  Taste/Water Ratios during CTA Retention Test                                                                                                          
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------- ------------------------------ -------------------------------
  Sucrose                                                                                                                                               
  0.03 M                                                                                 F(1,27) = 51.0, **p\<0.001**    F(1,27) = 89.1, **p\<0.001**   F(1,27) = 76.3, **p\<0.001**
  0.1 M (CS)                                                                             F(1,27) = 33.2, **p\<0.001**    F(1,27) = 75.2, **p\<0.001**   F(1,27) = 55.6, **p\<0.001**
  0.3 M                                                                                  F(1,27) = 26.9, **p\<0.001**    F(1,27) = 70.1, **p\<0.001**   F(1,27) = 38.2, **p\<0.001**
  0.2 M NaCl                                                                             F(1,27) = 0.1, p = 0.770        F(1,27) = 0.9, p = 0.355       F(1,27) = 7.2, **p = 0.012**
  0.1 mM quinine                                                                         F(1,27) = 30.5, **p\<0.001**    F(1,27)\<0.1, p = 0.999        F(1.27) = 1.3, p = 0.261
  10 mM citric acid                                                                      F(1,27) = 23.8, **p\<0.001**    F(1,27) = 15.9, **p\<0.001**   F(1,27) = 12.9, **p = 0.001**
  Session parameters                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                         Surgery                         Injection                      Surgery x Injection
  Test trials taken                                                                      F(1,27) = 0.2, p = 0.640        F(1,27) = 2.7, p = 0.110       F(1,27)\<0.1, p = 0.859
  Total licks[^1^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                      F(1,27) = 0.1, p = 0.723        F(1,27)\<0.1, p = 0.968        F(1,27) = 0.4, p = 0.548
  ILI[^1^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"} ^,^ [^2^](#t002fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}   F(1,27) = 13.8, **p\<0.001**    F(1,27) = 0.7, p = 0.410       F(1,27) = 1.7, p = 0.128
  Two-bottle intake test                                                                                                                                
                                                                                         Surgery                         Injection                      Surgery x Injection
  48-hr preference                                                                       F(1,27) = 11.2, **p = 0.002**   F(1,27) = 19.4, **p\<0.001**   F(1,27) = 11.8, **p = 0.002**
  CS intake (ml)                                                                         F(1,27) = 0.4, p = 0.547        F(1,27) = 16.1, **p\<0.001**   F(1,27) = 2.4, p = 0.129
  Total intake (ml)                                                                      F(1,27)\<0.1, p = 0.897         F(1,27) = 12.2, **p\<0.002**   F(1,27) = 0.9, p = 0.36

Significant p-values indicated in bold.

^1^: From the final day of stationary training

^2^: Interlick interval (in ms)

10.1371/journal.pone.0117515.t003

###### Brief-access training and testing means (SE) by group.

![](pone.0117515.t003){#pone.0117515.t003g}

                                              SHAM-NaCl     SHAM-LiCl     GCX-NaCl      GCX-LiCl
  ------------------------------------------- ------------- ------------- ------------- -------------
  Stationary                                                                            
  Licks                                       2794 (251)    2962 (220)    2868 (350)    2676 (302)
  ILI[^1^](#t003fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   156.0 (1.7)   154.7 (2.2)   162.4 (2.1)   168.1 (3.5)
  Water Training                                                                        
  Trials                                      91.0 (7.1)    91.9 (5.7)    98.8 (7.5)    84.9 (5.3)
  Licks                                       66 (0.9)      65 (1.8)      65 (1.0)      62 (1.6)
  Test                                                                                  
  Trials                                      124.6 (4.8)   116.4 (4.6)   125.9 (4.3)   119.3 (4.1)
  Licks to water                              63 (1.2)      63 (2.5)      65 (1.3)      59 (1.7)

^1^: Interlick interval (in ms)

Similar to the results from the brief-access CTA retention test, a two-way ANOVA conducted on the 48-hr preference ratio to 0.1 M sucrose showed an effect of surgery, with SHAM-LiCl rats on average drinking less of the CS ([Table 2](#pone.0117515.t002){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 4B](#pone.0117515.g004){ref-type="fig"}); this effect was significant despite the apparent extinction by 2 SHAM-LiCl rats after exposure to the CS during the brief-access test without subsequent negative consequence.

NaCl and KCl Taste Sensitivity {#sec011}
------------------------------

For both salts tested, GCX rats that had lesions meeting the criteria for inclusion were, on average, impaired in the detection tasks. Damage to the GC shifted the psychometric sensitivity functions to the right (e.g., decreased sensitivity) relative to SHAM rats ([Fig. 5](#pone.0117515.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Two-way ANOVAs showed significant effects for both NaCl and KCl ([Table 4](#pone.0117515.t004){ref-type="table"}), and *t*-tests on the logistic curve parameters showed that GCX rats had a significantly higher EC~50~ (*c*-value) for both salts ([Table 5](#pone.0117515.t005){ref-type="table"}). The GCX rats also displayed significantly higher asymptotic performance (*a*-value) and a shallower slope (*b*-value) for the psychometric NaCl function compared with the SHAM group, but the differences were minor in magnitude and not observed when KCl was the test stimulus ([Table 5](#pone.0117515.t005){ref-type="table"}). Thus, despite displaying lower sensitivity to these salts, GCX rats were fully capable of learning and performing the task when given sufficiently high concentrations. This is further emphasized by the fact that, even during Alternation Training and Random Training I-II for NaCl, GCX rats performed at levels equal to SHAM rats (data not shown; all p-values\>0.342).

![Salt taste detection testing.\
Mean logistic curves for NaCl (left) and KCl (right) detection threshold testing, derived from overall proportion correct to each stimulus concentration (SHAM: closed circles; GCX: open circles, plotted as group mean ± SE).](pone.0117515.g005){#pone.0117515.g005}

10.1371/journal.pone.0117515.t004

###### Two-way ANOVAs for NaCl and KCl detection testing.

![](pone.0117515.t004){#pone.0117515.t004g}

         Surgery                        Concentration                    Stimulus x Concentration
  ------ ------------------------------ -------------------------------- -------------------------------
  NaCl   F(1,29) = 29.0, **p\<0.001**   F(10,270) = 267.1,**p\<0.001**   F(10,270) = 8.0, **p\<0.001**
  KCl    F(1,29) = 21.1, **p\<0.001**   F(8,232) = 191.7, **p\<0.001**   F(8,232) = 6.4, **p\<0.001**

Significant p-values indicated in bold.

10.1371/journal.pone.0117515.t005

###### Mean (SE) of group curve parameters for salt detection testing.

![](pone.0117515.t005){#pone.0117515.t005g}

                                            GCX              SHAM              t-test
  ----------------------------------------- ---------------- ----------------- ------------------------------
  NaCl                                                                         
  a                                         0.982 (0.004)    0.958 (0.005)     t(29) = 3.494, **p = 0.002**
  b                                         -1.096 (0.089)   -1.941 (0.340)    t(29) = 2.621, **p = 0.014**
  c[^1^](#t005fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   -2.254 (0.068)   -2.789 (0.054)    t(29) = 5.956, **p\<0.001**
  KCl                                                                          
  a                                         0.928 (0.016)    0.931 (0.006)     t(29) = 0.18, p = 0.859
  b                                         -7.140 (2.596)   -12.378 (3.978)   t(29) = 1.654, p = 0.109
  c[^1^](#t005fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   -1.174 (0.071)   -1.528 (0.038)    t(29) = 4.149, **p\<0.001**

Significant p-values indicated in bold.

^1^Values in log~10~ M concentrations

Salt Discrimination {#sec012}
-------------------

Early in training for the discrimination test, GCX rats displayed difficulty in learning the task ([Fig. 6](#pone.0117515.g006){ref-type="fig"}, left). During Discrimination Training I, when required to discriminate only one concentration of NaCl from one concentration of KCl, GCX rats were significantly impaired relative to SHAM rats ([Table 6](#pone.0117515.t006){ref-type="table"}). This was evident on the very first session (t = 10.4, p\>0.001). However, given time, rats with extensive damage to the GC were able to show competency and met the criterion performance of ≥80% overall on trials with a response. When training became more difficult with the inclusion of multiple concentrations during Random Training II, there was an effect of Day ([Fig. 6](#pone.0117515.g006){ref-type="fig"}, middle) but no statistical effect involving surgical condition ([Table 6](#pone.0117515.t006){ref-type="table"}), indicating that both GCX and SHAM animals were similarly affected. However, because the SHAM group was clearly struggling with the chosen concentration set and barely reaching criterion levels of performance on a task easily learned by rats \[[@pone.0117515.ref039]--[@pone.0117515.ref042]\], the concentrations were increased for all animals. Consequently, performance improved for both surgical groups, with no statistical difference between them ([Fig. 6](#pone.0117515.g006){ref-type="fig"}, right; [Table 6](#pone.0117515.t006){ref-type="table"}).

![Salt taste discrimination training and testing.\
Mean (± SE) proportion correct for Discrimination Training I (left), Discrimination Training II (middle), and Discrimination Test (right) for SHAM (closed circles) and GCX (open circles) groups.](pone.0117515.g006){#pone.0117515.g006}

10.1371/journal.pone.0117515.t006

###### Two-way ANOVAs for NaCl v KCl discrimination training and testing.

![](pone.0117515.t006){#pone.0117515.t006g}

  Phase         Surgery                        Day                             Surgery x Day
  ------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------- -------------------------------
  Training I    F(1,29) = 9.4, **p = 0.006**   F(9,189) = 9.9, **p\<0.001**    F(9,189) = 2.5, **p = 0.011**
  Training II   F(1,29) = 0.6, p = 0.422       F(3,87) = 11.3, **p\<0.001**    F(3,87) = 1.2, p = 0.298
  Testing       F(1,29) = 4.3, p = 0.054       F(5,145) = 4.0, **p = 0.002**   F(5,145) = 0.5, p = 0.801

Significant p-values indicated in bold.

Water Control Tests {#sec013}
-------------------

In the Water Control Test conducted after the NaCl detection test, the average performances (±SE) for GCX and SHAM rats were 48.7 (±2.1) and 50.4 (±1.0), respectively; chance is 50% correct. Although one SHAM rat performed statistically above chance on the Water Control Test based on a binomial distribution test, its performance (64%) was relatively poor, and this same animal had reached chance levels to the low concentrations during NaCl testing. For the Water Control Test conducted after discrimination testing, GCX and SHAM rats performed at 52.8 (±1.0) and 50.6 (±1.3), respectively, with no rats individually performing above chance levels. Thus, it is clear that the rats were responding based on the chemical nature of the stimulus and not extraneous cues.

Behavioral Correlations {#sec014}
-----------------------

Although for every task there were some animals, regardless of lesion size and topography, that displayed significant lesion-induced impairments (z-score ≥ 1.96 relative to SHAM group), for the most part impairment on one task did not predict impairment on another ([Table 7](#pone.0117515.t007){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 7](#pone.0117515.g007){ref-type="fig"}). There was a modest correlation between the z-scores of the EC~50~ values for NaCl and KCl in the animals with lesions and significant correlations between performance early (Days 1--3) during Discrimination Training I and EC~50~ values for both detection tasks. This latter result suggests that for some animals the delayed acquisition of the salt discrimination task may have been related to a lesion-induced decrease in the intensity of the taste cues. In contrast, degree of avoidance during the brief-access CTA retention test did not predict impairment for either sensitivity to or discriminability between the salts tested here.

![The z-scores for individual GCX rats relative to the SHAM distribution for different behavioral tests.\
The z-scores calculated are relative to SHAM-LiCl mean and SD for Taste/Water Ratios to 0.1 M sucrose (CS; top), and relative to the full SHAM group for detection testing and discrimination training. Dashed line indicates a z-score of 1.96 (or -1.96 for discrimination phases), the criterion for being classified as impaired on a task. Red bars indicate rats with lesions meeting the inclusion criteria for behavioral analyses (≥50% of GC and ≥70% of the GC "core" containing a lesion).](pone.0117515.g007){#pone.0117515.g007}

10.1371/journal.pone.0117515.t007

###### Pearson correlations between behavioral tests.

![](pone.0117515.t007){#pone.0117515.t007g}

                                                                    Taste/Water Ratio (to CS)   NaCl (c)   KCl (c)   Discrim Training 1--3
  ----------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------- ---------- --------- -----------------------
  Taste/Water Ratio (to CS)[^1^](#t007fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                    
  NaCl (c)[^2^](#t007fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}                    0.249                                            
  KCl (c)[^2^](#t007fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}                     0.425                       0.509                
  Discrim Training I 1--3[^2^](#t007fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}     -0.342                      -0.572     -0.461    
  Discrim Testing[^2^](#t007fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}             -0.087                      -0.330     -0.317    -0.045

Significant values indicated in bold.

^1^: These correlations were conducted with LiCl-injected GCX rats.

^2^: These correlations were conducted with all GCX rats.

While this study was designed to ascertain the effects of large lesions to GC without systematic variation of lesion placement, there was some variation in lesion size and placement between animals. Further comparisons of the lesion variability between subgroups of GCX rats (those impaired vs. those GCX rats unimpaired relative to the SHAM distributions for each behavioral task) did suggest some modest spatial segregation with respect to taste function but its interpretive value is limited because the experiment was not designed to generate systematic variability in lesion location and size. As such, those comparisons are not presented here.

Discussion {#sec015}
==========

It is evident from the results presented here that the region of insular cortex encompassing the GC is necessary for the maintenance of normal taste sensitivity to NaCl and KCl as assessed in animals with bilateral excitotoxic lesions to the area. Likewise, lesions in this brain region retard the acquisition of a NaCl vs. KCl taste discrimination and compromise the postsurgical expression of a presurgical CTA to sucrose. At the same time, however, the animals with histologically confirmed lesions of the GC, while displaying these clear impairments, also displayed an impressive degree of competence in the psychophysical tasks. The functional implications of these outcomes are discussed in detail below.

Insular Cortex Lesions Impair Retention of a Presurgical CTA {#sec016}
------------------------------------------------------------

In agreement with prior studies in the literature, large bilateral lesions within insular cortex that were focused on GC disrupted the retention of a presurgical CTA \[[@pone.0117515.ref002]; [@pone.0117515.ref008]--[@pone.0117515.ref012]\]. This contrasts with two recent studies from our laboratory in which rats with extensive lesions of the conventionally-defined GC displayed normal postsurgical retention of a presurgical CTA to 0.1 M NaCl \[[@pone.0117515.ref026],[@pone.0117515.ref030]\]. However, in those studies, two conditioning trials occurred presurgically, whereas here there was only one. Thus, the potentially weaker aversion in the LiCl-injected rats of this study may have been more vulnerable to GC damage. Schier et al. (2014) systematically varied lesion size and placement and found that while, as a group, rats with extensive damage of GC displayed normal retention of a presurgical CTA, some of those animals showed significant impairments. Likewise, some animals not meeting the lesion inclusion criteria (as used here) were impaired in the task. When Schier et al. (2014) employed the same lesion mapping strategy as used here to compare impaired GCX rats to unimpaired GCX rats, the impaired animals had lesions that encompassed posterior GC and extended dorsal and caudal to this area. Interestingly, most of the animals in the GCX-LiCl group in the present study had damage that included this same region of insular cortex. Thus, the disparity in results between this study and the previous work from our laboratory may be more apparent than real and related to the exact topography of the cortical damage.

Indeed, the difference in the relative extent of involvement of this critical cortical region across studies possibly explains the inconsistency in the literature regarding the effectiveness of manipulations of GC activity, either through lesions or pharmacological means, to disrupt CTA expression \[[@pone.0117515.ref010]--[@pone.0117515.ref011],[@pone.0117515.ref013],[@pone.0117515.ref018],[@pone.0117515.ref021]--[@pone.0117515.ref025],[@pone.0117515.ref029],[@pone.0117515.ref050]--[@pone.0117515.ref051]\]. It would be instructive to target the hotspot identified by Schier et al. (2014) with more selective lesions to determine whether disruption of this area alone is sufficient to lead to CTA impairments or whether other cortical areas must be damaged as well.

It is important to acknowledge that the functional basis for the deficit in CTA retention as a result of the lesions here remains unclear. It could represent a problem with taste memory, US memory, or conditioned response expression. It might also result from decreased intensity or recognition of the conditioned stimulus, which is unknown without explicitly testing sucrose detection sensitivity \[[@pone.0117515.ref052]\]; certainly, such an explanation would not be surprising given the effect on NaCl and KCl sensitivities ([Fig. 5](#pone.0117515.g005){ref-type="fig"}).

Insular Cortex Lesions Decrease Salt Taste Sensitivity and Discriminability {#sec017}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Additional testing revealed that extensive damage of the GC impaired both detection of and discrimination between two common salt stimuli. This is consistent with reports that humans display hypogeusia and have difficulty recognizing taste stimuli after damage to the insular cortex \[[@pone.0117515.ref032]--[@pone.0117515.ref035],[@pone.0117515.ref053]--[@pone.0117515.ref054]\], and implicates GC in maintaining normal salt taste sensitivity. At the same time, it is clear that the GC is not necessary for rats to detect midrange and higher concentrations of NaCl and KCl. It was only as the detection task became more difficult with decreasing concentrations that the GCX rats began to display behavioral deficits. Importantly, rats were both trained and tested postsurgically, and there were no differences between the performance of GCX and SHAM rats during NaCl detection training using a high stimulus concentration. Thus, while GC is necessary for normal salt sensitivity to be maintained, it is not required to allow an animal to learn, remember, or express the cue-response-consequence association attendant with the operant taste detection task used here.

An effect of GC lesions on taste learning was revealed, however, when animals were asked to discriminate between salts rather than merely detect their presence. Initially, even with only one high concentration of each salt, GCX rats performed significantly poorer than SHAM rats and showed retarded acquisition of the discrimination. Given time, however, GCX rats were able to reach performance levels comparable to SHAM rats ([Fig. 6](#pone.0117515.g006){ref-type="fig"}). Because GCX animals readily learned the rules of the two-response task, it is unlikely that their initial lack of competence in the discrimination task represented a general deficit in learning. Instead, it is likely due to a disruption in the ability to recognize and differentiate between the tastants, even though the animals were able to eventually meet the sensory challenge. It is possible that even the clearly detectable NaCl and KCl concentrations ([Fig. 5](#pone.0117515.g005){ref-type="fig"}) used to initially train the discrimination may have still been less intense to GCX rats compared with the SHAM animals, and this may have contributed to the slower acquisition in the former group. The signal detection task used here does not provide explicit information regarding perceived intensity at suprathreshold concentration values.

The underlying mechanism that allows animals to eventually learn the discrimination and perform it normally is unclear. The current study shows, however, that the conventionally defined GC is not necessary for competence on this task to be displayed. Thus, the remaining resources of the gustatory system are capable of supporting this discriminative taste function. The fact that sensitivity to the salt compounds tested here is compromised strongly suggests that the GC contributes to the detection of taste stimuli, but other structures in the central gustatory system must also be involved. It is well established that the GC forms reciprocal connections with other taste-related forebrain sites such as the amygdala, the thalamus, and the lateral hypothalamus and also sends descending projections to the gustatory zone of the parabrachial nucleus in the brainstem \[[@pone.0117515.ref055]--[@pone.0117515.ref059]\]. Lesions in the PBN severely disrupt sensitivity to taste compounds including NaCl \[[@pone.0117515.ref052],[@pone.0117515.ref060]--[@pone.0117515.ref061]\]. Lesion studies are designed to assess the necessity of the neural sites targeted with respect to a specific tested function. Thus, it is quite possible that damage to other forebrain sites receiving taste input could lead to similar partial impairments in sensitivity and discrimination learning as described here, even when thalamic input to GC is left intact. It would also follow that combined lesions of GC with other forebrain taste sites such as the amygdala might lead to more severe effects on taste sensitivity in rats that emulates what is seen after PBN lesion. These possibilities remain to be tested, with the hypothesis being that simple detection of and discrimination between taste compounds involves a distributed process across a variety of forebrain sites. Indeed, interactions between the amygdala and GC in taste processes have been noted electrophysiologically \[[@pone.0117515.ref062]--[@pone.0117515.ref064]\].

Functional Role of GC in Taste-Guided Behavior {#sec018}
----------------------------------------------

While the performance of those rats with large lesions was collectively impacted across all taste-guided behaviors tested here, there was only a moderate correlation between the degrees of lesion-induced impairment displayed for each measure. Also, some animals with small lesions whose data were not included in behavioral analyses showed impairment in one or more tasks. This is reflected in the fact that the deficits in behavioral performance, as measured by z-scores relative to the SHAM distribution, did not significantly correlate between all tasks ([Table 7](#pone.0117515.t007){ref-type="table"}; [Fig. 7](#pone.0117515.g007){ref-type="fig"}). If the entire region of insular cortex designated as GC were to contribute equally to normal maintenance of all behaviors tested, it might be expected that similar levels of impairment would be seen across behaviors for a given animal (and thus result in significant correlations). However, while performance was affected collectively across all tests for animals with large lesions, these correlations show that on an individual basis the level of impairment could vary from one task to the next. The implication of these results is that subregions within and around GC may contribute differentially to these behaviors, an intriguing possibility also suggested by imaging studies of taste stimulus-evoked activity in rat \[[@pone.0117515.ref006]\] and mouse insular cortex \[[@pone.0117515.ref007]\], and that idiosyncratic individual differences in the lesions and/or the topographic representation of function contributed to the relative lack of covariance. In this sense, the use of a lesion mapping strategy as employed here coupled with experiments designed to systematically promote variation in location and size (unlike in this study) could aid in identifying specific cortical regions associated with particular gustatory functions that could then be selectively targeted with lesion or optogenetic manipulations. It is important to note that the results reported here do not contradict the conventional definition of GC, largely determined by electrophysiological data and considered the region of insular cortex that responds after oral taste bud fields are stimulated by chemicals. Rather, our findings contribute to a more functionally oriented mapping of this region of insular cortex which can be compared with what is known based on electrophysiological and imaging studies of taste-related neural activity.

Is the functional competence or incompetence of rats with massive lesions to the gustatory cortex more impressive? This study represents the first explicit test, to our knowledge, of the role of GC in taste detection and discrimination without use of a method that depends on the hedonic properties of the stimulus to drive responding. On the one hand, it provides some support for an early hypothesis postulated by Pfaffmann and colleagues (1977) suggesting that the GC subserves taste stimulus identification and recognition, while the ventral forebrain limb of the central gustatory pathway diverging from the PBN in rodents is more involved with processes associated with taste-related motivation \[[@pone.0117515.ref031]\]. On the other hand, massive bilateral damage to the GC does not by any means completely eliminate the ability of rats to detect and discriminate the taste stimuli tested here. The tasks employed in our study are not trivial but they may, nonetheless, be sufficiently simple for the remaining resources of the gustatory system to maintain a reasonable degree of competence. In the detection tasks, the animals were only asked to discriminate a taste from water and in the salt discrimination task the animals needed only to discriminate between two taste stimuli. We speculate that GCX animals would have a much harder time detecting target compounds in more complex backgrounds as well as discriminating between chemical mixtures as is generally required in the wild, a possibility that awaits further experimental scrutiny.
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